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Elevating Relationships 
with HCP via engagement



How we build these?
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How can we (Pharmaceutical industry)

empower Experts to make 
everyday health more 
achievable, inclusive and 
sustainable?
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Starting with insights – HCPs claim to spend 4-6h/day online...
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Why are HCPs there?

No interest in enrolling.
We need to grab an attention, otherwise we will not create a need

Searching already for something similar – we 
need to enable finding

Changing a job? Need 
for development?

REGISTRATION = SUCCESS
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Quality reach & influence on HCP behaviour takes several channels

Educational Webinars E-mails to your DBSearch

#healthtok   
906mn views

#doctor        
40bn views

Social
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Exemplary ecosystem of digital campaign

AWARENESS LEAD GEN RETAIN

50% budget 35% budget 15% budget
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retargeting

generic

Page Page Views Time on 
page

Pain Relief/Brands/Products/ 24,868 3 mins 41 secs

Pain Relief/Brands/Science/moa 5,760 3 mins 13secs

Pain Relief/Conditions/Joint Pain 
Osteoarthritis/Treatment

4,226 2 mins 55 secs

Oral Health/Brands/Science 7,004 3 mins 21 secs

You may have
the data!



Provide connected HCP experiences

What is an Experience?  “An experience is a happening that leaves an impression on someone” 
(The Experience-Centric Organization by Simon David Clatworthy)

An Experience is an interaction between us and our core audience, that forms & builds their 
perception/relationship to us, whether it be positive or negative

What does that really mean 
to us?  

Across Expert globally we deliver a huge number of these moments of interaction, with each 
one impact a relationship between Haleon (and/or our brands) and an individual HCP:

Rep led HCP interactions 
(F2F+Remote)

Sessions on Haleon 
Health Partner portal

Running webinars

Each of these interactions build our relationship with the HCPs we are connecting with, 
but we need to nurture these relationships to strengthen our recommendation measures 

(AWR/SOR/BRMO)

What is our opportunity?  We have increasing scale in our reach utilizing a mix of channels, but we believe we can 
have great performance impact by focusing on the quality of each experience and the 

stitching together of multiple experiences/interactions to make the next stronger



It’s a Teamwork with an aligned objective

CLEAR CTA DRIVING
(registration, webinar 
attendance, samples 

request..)

USE OF IMAGERY: Merge 
photography and illustration 
into ads, focusing on specific 

conditions

MESSAGING TO SHOW VALUE TO 
HCPs: Utilize carousel to highlight 

multiple solutions for multiple 
conditions

MESSAGING TO SHOW VALUE TO 
HCPs: Infographic - Intertwines Brand and 

informative value (Imagine regular TP on the left 
and Sensodyne Novamin TP on the right –
providing informative value in creative and 

slightly fun way)
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To build your business
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To build a sustainable healthcare.. 
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Our purpose is to deliver 
better everyday health with 

humanity.



Thank you!
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